


The Need. 

Let’s start with a differentiation between happiness and joy. 

Happy is the equivalent of good enough, at peace & will to live. 

Joy is the equivalent of receiving what you desire which stems from happiness. 

What keeps you from experiencing joy and to receive what you desire is a corrupt 
foundation that is necessary to receive. This is actually force. You desire this thing 
or this connection so much that you disbelieve it all happening in worry. You don’t 
need any thing or any body. Those are both material manifestations that stem from 
your inner reality which is emotional. This is not in relation to an outside source 
telling you that you aren’t worthy or that you are being punished. It’s all you. 

I have a YouTube clip that speaks about a homeless man I helped but I did not 
mention that I also assisted him in a money transfer. He sent an email to somebody 
giving them my bank account information to send him money. I agreed to this. I 
told him to come over at 15:00 the next day as we could check if the transfer was 
made, together. This morning when I woke up I saw him sitting outside my 
apartment at 09:00. I just ignored that. I won’t feed into that energy. I said 15:00. 

He needs money. 

If he could find peace and just let that go until 15:00, maybe the money transfer 
will be done and everything would work out as he desired. But you see this 
involves everything and everyone. His dominant energy is a need. And as energy 
which are emotions are without any time or space. This will affect the sender of 
that money. How that plays out is outside of our experience. But it could be that 
they transfer the money at the bank which they go to by transportation. They 
might have a car of their own but this car won’t start today? For some reason.. 

This is how the world functions in relation to us. 



To be in need of anything or anybody creates frustration to wether it’s going to 
happen or when it’s going to happen. So what you maintain inside you will be a 
reflection of that which includes: Everything & Everybody. 

This is why it’s important to practice being peaceful. 

It’s very frustrating to be at peace when you seldom or perhaps never practice 
being at peace for nothing. When you aren’t expecting anything or anybody. 
Because you cannot find peace like an order of anything or anybody. That’s a 
demand. You are trying to force peace. 

Like Alan Watts so beautifully put it: 

You are trying to flat out the surface of water using a flatiron. You will only disturb 
the surface more until you get more agitated which pushes you further away from 
you desire whatever that may be. 

You are selling your well being for something disposable. For something 
temporary. What you are looking for which is the only thing you need, is love. 

Love is at peace. Love is harmonious. Love is acceptance. For what is. 

And that seems contrary to receiving for the rational mind that believes that letting 
go is the equivalent stating: I don’t want it. I don’t want this connection. 

Which brings us to want. You can have everything and everybody you want. 

Just beyond all control. 

What that thing is? Who that somebody is? Will be what is best for you at this 
stage of your human experience. And that is in relation to you actually needing to 
understand where you are. What have you missed? Is there something you can 
learn from this that helps you to let go and find peace & acceptance where you 
are. You cannot control the outcome. And you don’t want that either because you 
want the things and people that are best for you. To help you expand and become 
more of who you are. Which is to be enriched in your soul. Your soul experience. 

That is what you are looking for all the time only in the misconception that material 
acquiring will satisfy your need. 



When you receive this with a material perception like that you only get momentary 
satisfaction which is soothing for the frustration in relation to that need. 

So you feel accomplished and successful. 

But that is a lie as the frustration and need returns ones this material thing or body 
is no longer a part of your experience. You NEED to find peace and feel good. 

And that becomes yet another misconception if you believe that what is necessary 
to feel good is something or somebody outside yourself. 

What you are looking for is to feel good about yourself. To be good enough. 

In relation to yourself. 

When you feel good about yourself in all honesty you attract. 

Things work out. You are now in the receiving mode. 

The receiving mode is not something that you acquire. It is not something or 
somebody. It’s how you perceive yourself and that is how you feel about yourself. 

Becoming clear of resistance which is judgements inside you with a negative 
vibration. That means feeling of fear. Which is frustration, anger, jealousy, shame, 
and most importantly. Worth. 

Getting to a place of worthy is your reflection. 

By just being good. 

That involves.. actually nothing. 

But if you have convictions inside you that speaks about you not being good. You 
will have to work on that. You need to work on yourself and your own perception 
of who you perceive yourself to be. The inner work. The emotional understanding 
of why you feels contradictory too happy. 

Sometimes that can be as easy as experience fatigue. That makes you feel 
exhausted and drained which does not feel good. 



So a good start would be to rest and find peace. 

And when you’ve gotten rest and come to a place of peace within yourself you do 
what is right. When you do everything right it cannot go wrong. 

And so you trust. Yourself. 

And from a place and perception of feeling good about yourself in a loyal and 
trusting environment you are full of faith. In the source of all creation that delivers 
to you everything and everyone you wish in order to expand your experience and 
the universe of love. 

Not fear. 

You make wishes. You have desires. But you cannot fear them into manifesting for 
you. You need to love them into existence. That is constructive and that is how 
everything is created. Or else it becomes destruction and demolished. 

Which is positive in relation to something you do not want. Like something that is 
holding you back. Like a frustration and negative emotion to something or 
somebody that you desire. 

Along the way you need to know what you want. Or else you waver in relation to 
the all giving source that delivers when you are ready. 

So when are you ready then? 

When you feel ready. 

When do you feel ready? 

When there are no more doubts about you receiving. You feel good enough and 
has gone thru everything that is resisting in nature. It’s unnatural to resist what you 
desire. And it’s also unnatural to take what is yours. That is forcing. Whatever is 
ment for you in the line of what you create and contribute with will come to you. 
That is as sure as sunshine. 

Rest assured in that conviction. Don’t rest absurd. Dreams come true. When you 
believe them. When things eventually from your inner emotional work and your 
material creations become so evident and obvious you are ready. 



So you let them go.. 

And you now do something else in the receiving mode as other people and 
various events are unfolding for you. This is out of your jurisdiction. 

Just be happy and at peace like Ned Flanders. 

Okelidokeli! I trust you God! 

And go about your day. 

You receiving sunshine on your face as you go outside is now the equivalent of 
everything you desire. Big or small it doesn’t matter. That is all your perception. 

The source. God. Will deliver to you a bike ride downtown just as easy as a boat 
ride across the Atlantic Ocean. There is no difference to an all encompassing non-
judgmental or evaluating energy of love. Those things are all you. 

That is the rational mind that cannot see anything but material evidence which 
proves that things are happening. 

Faith is believing without seeing. In the material that is. 

Faith is seeing things can connection already happened in your imagination. 

The DreamMachine. 

But doubt and worry are sand and gravel in the machinery. 
With love and faith you add soul and gravy instead. 

You don’t need anything. But you desire and want many things and connections. 

That is alright! You are ment too. That is what your life is all about. 
Not to receive more in the material but in spirit. Spiritual = Emotional = Soul 

Whatever that becomes in the material is what it is. Just trust that this will be in the 
line of your personal taste and flavor. As God loves you and wants the exact same 
thing as you do. Always. 

The absolute best. 



If you keep creating to fill the need of any expectations? 

You are in need. Repelling your own success. 

Perception: Not good enough. Unworthy. Not feeling so great. 

If you continue to create from happiness and joy? 

You contribute and offer you creations. Attracting your own success. 

Perception: Good enough. Invaluable. Feeling GREAT! 

You cannot win anything with a loser mentality. 
And you cannot receive with a big head (Ego) That’s taken by force. 

You win and receive as you feel good/great about yourself and the universe, 
source, God. Now has no choice but to give you everything you desire. 

Or else.. 

The Universe, Source, God will go against nature. 

Which is not even possible. 

Can you beleive that? 

Can you have faith in that? 

Well. Here you go then. 

As you wished. 

It’s all influence. What you become as an influence in a world of love. 

Hobo made president election? I don’t think so. 
Unless they transformed and transmuted. Now that! Is priceless. 



Let yourself have a break now. 

When you’ve gotten to the point of no return. 

There is nothing to fear. 

And enjoy yourself and what you’ve created. 

Look at this objectively which is in relation to someone else being the creator. 

And see how much lov is in there. 

See how much love you’ve given to the world and humanity. 

Give yourself credit. 

Celebrate yourself. 

Do some dancing! 

Perhaps to what you’ve created. 

Give praise to yourself for everything that was a part of everything you’ve created. 

And just feel inside your beautiful heart. How this will affect and help others in their 
life experience. And what a great source of inspiration you’ve become in 

transforming and transmuting all of your resistance. 

L’Oreal!  
BECAUSE YOU ARE WORTH IT. 

Don’t stop crying. Just put a smile together with all of that. 
You made it. You did it. You won in the game of love. 

Now share with all humble.


